Computational imagers fundamentally enable new optical hardware through the use of both physical and algorithmic elements. We report on the creation of a static lensless computational imaging system enabled by this paradigm.
INTRODUCTION
Lensless imaging systems or random scattering systems 1, 2 enable new optical system designs. Systems that rely upon a calibration to determine the system measurement matrix effectively capture the consistent defects and errors present in the imaging system and, with enough calibration, mitigate these defects after applying the inverted measurement matrix to raw data.
We show that defects and errors in 3D printed elements may be accurately measured and understood at a system level through a calibration process, and a static lensless random scattering optic can be used to create low error human-interpretable images.
We report on the creation of a 3D printed random optical scattering element, the creation of a prototype lensless imager, the calibration of this element as part of a lensless imaging system, and the reconstruction of human-interpretable images.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The static lensless random scattering imager consists of a source, a random scattering optical surface, and a detector array. An LED or LCD is used as both a projector and easily controlled spatial light modulator. Light from the source passes through the random scattering optical surface and is then collected by the detector element.
The orientation and position of these elements remains static so a description of object space (i.e., the source) to image space (i.e., the detector) can be numerically represented through a single, stable calibration procedure. This representation is called a system response matrix. There is no detailed a knowledge knowledge of the behavior of the scattering element because the 3D printed optical element is random. The calibration procedure entails displaying a series of known patterns on the source and collecting the resulting output on the detector plane. This data enables the calculation of the system measurement matrix. Inverting the measurement matrix and applying it to measured data yields human-interpretable reconstructed input imagery.
A prototype system was created using an LCD, 3D printed random scattering element, and Point Grey Chameleon 2 camera. 
3D printing
The random scattering optical element was created via 3D printing. First, a computer model was generated of a rectangular solid. A surface of this solid was divided into a grid and vertex height was randomly selected within a user selected minimum and maximum limit. This resulted in a triangular mesh with randomly oriented facets. An example of the scatterer model is shown in figure 1 .
The random element was tested using commercial ray tracing software (Zemax and FRED) as well as a custom ray trace solution based on NVIDIA OptiX. This exercise enabled refining the optic design to ensure adequate signal is directed to the sensor and the analysis is reported on elsewhere.
3 This analysis can be used to gain intuition on the behavior of various system parameters such as feature size and facet steepness, and how these features affect performance metrics.
The random scattering optical element was manufactured using an Object30 3D printer. The material used was VeroClear-RGD810 optically transparent polymer. Figure 2 (a) shows an image of the scatterer, while figure 2 (b) shows the same surface imaged with a microscope. Fine features of the random scattering transparent element contained signs of polymer flow and spread during the manufacturing process. This is likely due to specifying surface features at or below the limit of the resolution of the 3D printer system. Additionally, small surface defects such as air bubbles and holes can be seen throughout the entire 3D printed element. To simplify optomechanical use of this scattering element, an opaque mount and thread element was designed and simultaneously printed with the transparent optical element. Practically, we noted that 3D printed mechanical threads were less robust and uniform than traditionally milled metal parts; However, the threading mounts worked well for limited, rapid laboratory prototyping.
Because the manufacturing process resulted in an unknown, effectively random surface, a method of system calibration was necessary to estimate the system measurement matrix. This system measurement matrix could then be used to estimate the input scene as measured by the lensless imaging system.
CALIBRATION
A Hadamard matrix of order 1024 was generated (1024 × 1024 sized matrix), and the rows of this matrix were shaped into 32 × 32 images. This generated a collection of 1024 images that are binary ±1 valued images. Two sets of positive valued matrices were generated from the raw Hadamard patterns, one from the positive valued pixels in the matrix, and one from the negative values of the matrix. These patterns were displayed on the source and corresponding raw detector data was recorded resulting in 2048 measurements. The difference of the raw detector value was taken for the positive and negative Hadamard patterns to simulate measurement with a binary ±1 matrix. The Hadamard method was chosen for computational efficiency in the inversion process. After all 2048 patterns were projected, processed into a final result of 1024 differenced measurements, the resulting matrix was inverted via basis pursuit denoising algorithm:
We used the Yall1 implementation of this algorithm for this work. 5 However, we found the calibration process to be flexible, with several measurement matrix solver techniques and calibration patterns yielding acceptable measurement matrix approximations. Many methods of estimation were applied over the course of this research and each had similar levels of success but only one method is reported for simplicity. Additionally, our experiment used an LCD where the output power of each individual pixel is limited, but we expect that the point scanning calibration method would work well in the example where a bright point source is scanned across the FOV of the system. Although using the LCD does have some disadvantages when there are low counts of on pixels, the advantage of this approach comes in during the testing phase where we have easy access to a ground truth image. Figure 3 shows four examples of the reshaped Hadamard columns (selections from the 1024 image stack) that are used as calibration images compared to their detector response. These figures show the detector response does not have visually apparent distinction for different patterns, but through the calibration procedure finds enough information to be able to recover the system response matrix well enough to reconstruct the input scene as shown in section 4. Figure 4 shows the resulting system response matrix that maps display pixels to detected pixels. The measured data from an unknown scene is then matrix multipled by the inverse of the system response matrix to recover an estimate of the displayed object.,
RECONSTRUCTED TEST IMAGES
A static lensless random scattering imager was calibrated and the system response matrix was estimated. A series of test images were displayed on the source and the inverse system response matrix was used to reconstruct image input. Figure 5 : (a) Raw data collected by the detector, (b) reconstructed signal using raw data multiplied by the inverse estimated system measurement matrix, (c), ground truth signal input into the static lensless random imaging system, and (d), reconstructed signal bit error versus threshold value. Figure 5 shows the raw data collected on the detector, reconstructed input signal, true input signal, and percent error versus threshold metric. Regions of uniform high intensity are reconstructed with clearly visible noise, which yields the increased percent error for this test image. Overall, the visual trends of the estimated figures show that the system is recognizably reproducing displayed images. However, the system does not behave ideally according to the percent error metric reported here. We hypothesis that some of the non ideal behaviors of the hardware may introduce error in the estimation. During testing we observed that the detector response to increase the projector value was not linear, due to either nonlinearity in the detecor or the projector. Future work could potentially perform a calibration to account for this nonliear behavior and improve the system performance.
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SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
We demonstrated the calibration and reconstruction of imagery using a 3D printed random scattering optical element. We describe the calibration process for such devices and issues associated with implementing the theoretical process in hardware. The rapid prototyped optic is calibrated to produce accurate image estimations of test input scenes. There are several outstanding issues associated with these devices that could be addressed in future work. Compressed sensing literature has suggested randomly sampling measurement functions are likely not ideal for a given application; development of task-specific optical devices could be addressed in future work. The results demonstrated in this work are for visible spectrum sensors mainly for ease of implementation; scattering surfaces are potentially of interest in other domains where lenses are not feasible to construct, or where the dominant noise factor is not Shot noise. Some of the residual error is likely due to nonlinearity of the projection device. This could be taken into account in future calibration, for example, by treating each pixel value in the range of the output power of the projector as independent calibration points. Treating the calibration this way would greatly increase the calibration image requirements as well as computational requirements on the system. This complex linearity calibration could still be reasonable to perform on these systems since the calibration procedure only is performed one time, or infrequently, so these costs should not be recurring. Finally, the image estimations here were qualitatively evaluated, while the quantitative comparison showed some residual estimation error. Future analysis on what introduces this error could identify if improvements could be made on the system in the optics, electronics, or estimation algorithm that will enable future systems to be accurate for lab calibration scenes.
